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Meek's Comments Not Taken Lightly
Recently the nation of Eniarku returned to the MicroWiki 

community. Eniarku was formerly somewhat of a power in the 

Microworld. The self-titled Supreme Excecutive Commissioner of 

Eniarku, Comrade Hero Aaron Meek announced his return by 

issuing a long and scathing statement about the current state of the 

Micronational community. 

In the statement, he criticized St. Charlie and A1 (Two of the 

most respected micronations in the community) for basically 

controlling the community since Erusia's death. Meek says about the 

leaders of these two nations, “Have they been good role models? For 

Sir Phillip Fish himself to say that 'if we don’t like things, “tuff”', or 

for Mr. Reinhardt to say that America is known for its terrible 

education system, I do not believe that we want them to be running 

the community either.”

He ended the statement by making a frightening comment about 

how New Europe, Eniarku and the Ohio Empire were joining forces 

to topple these nations from power. New Europe was formerly the 

strongest nation of the wiki, but they are no longer well liked. Turn to 

page 2 for more.
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Problems continue to postpone Checkers Prelims
Computer problems on the end of the Holy Salanian Empire, 

and communication problems between YAN and Garagstan have 

forced the date of the Checkers Preliminaries further back into the 

week. 
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Meek: St. Charlie and A1 should be toppled

(From page 1)St. Charlie and A1 have not taken these comments well (for 
obvious reasons), and neither has the community. Mark Meehan of 
Nemkhavia said on Meek's comments, “The community now is at its 
most vibrant, its most diverse and (even if it doesnt (sic) seem this 
way) its most tolerant.” 
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